Fast Forward.
For Many it has been quite a paradoxical experience, a capsule like experience
tuning into the World via broadband receiving semiotic signals and trying to fathom
Whether the World has in fact ended.
The scene at The White House. By @j_ernst_DC @TostevinM
https://twitter.com/TostevinM/status/1267312515043569665

We learnt that Secret Service Agents rushed President Donald Trump to a White
House bunker

Paul Virilo said ‘’Images contaminate us like a Virus’’
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The Precipitate Trigger was self-evidently the awful extinction of the life of
George Floyd.

However, what I am noticing is a metastatic expansion of this Protest
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#BlackLivesMatter Protests Go Global, From Ireland, to London, to Germany, to
Belgium to South Africa, This is New Zealand Flag of New Zealand this morning.
@rulajebreal
https://twitter.com/rulajebreal/status/1267394235159973888?s=20
And this is important to note in my opinion.
Unemployment Rates are surging everywhere
UK Australia, Canada, Ireland and US unemployment rates

!
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And therefore, The Control Machine which is obsessing with the Stock Market
After a weekend of nationwide civil unrest futures are rioting higher. @NorthmanTrader

!

@crescatkevin Valuation mania still unbroken. Average market cap to GDP ratio when bear
markets and recessions bottom out: .47 67% lower than today.
https://twitter.com/crescatkevin/status/1267171556108627968?s=20

Tremendous opportunity on the short side as we take out the fake lows of 2018 and 2020.Too
few investors are positioned for it.

!
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and an Economic Policy that starts and Ends with Brrrrrrrrrr!

!

And bailed out Humans to the tune of $1,200.00 for every $25,000.00 per Capita [and this is
not unique to the US but is merely an example of a Worldwide Phenomenon].

Simply fails to comprehend that the ‘’Slaves’’ are now in revolt.
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This is a moment of Maximum Danger to the Control Machine

!

And from London to Washington, from Mumbai to Wuhan, from Beirut to Hong Kong, the
Divisionists and Splittists will frame it as a binary choice as one that is Black versus White,
China versus US or any other binary iteration You care to mention whereas its much simpler
than that.
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It is about the Haves and the Have Nots. Its about the moment of Epiphany when the Have
Nots appreciate the predicament in which they have been placed and identify with each other
rather than a ‘’boogaloo’’ structure that has been placed upon them.
Will they have that moment of Epiphany? Well There certainly has not been a more
‘’conducive’’ moment.

!
I would argue that Civil unrest levels are now globally at unprecedented levels that
COVID19 was a circuit breaker and that ‘’Risk’’ is now blinking amber and that there
remains a remarkable complacency around this risk which Paul Virilio described thus

Paul Virilio pronounced in his book Speed and Politics
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“The revolutionary contingent attains its ideal form not in the place of production, but
in the street, where for a moment it stops being a cog in the technical machine and itself
becomes a motor (machine of attack), in other words, a producer of speed.’’

The Markets are very complacent about A US China ‘’Hot War’’

it has come to a Put Up or Shut Up moment Matters India Taiwan South China
Sea et al. Neither Side have an ‘’Off Ramp’’ and the US Electoral Cycle and the
‘’Wolf Warrior’’ Strategy all point at more intensity rather than less.
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The USDCNH is the preeminent way to play the Intensification.

!

Lets turn to COVID19

Daily Confirmed Cases are in 100,000-120,000 range

!

The Acceleration is happening in the US, Emerging and Frontier Markets.
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As at May 31st because Weekends typically bias lower and are noisy

May 31 via Stephen Streater
Global R accelerates, led by Brazil². SA²⁹ a persistent climber. UK⁵ R climbing. >+5%:
Brazil² South Africa²⁹ Colombia³¹ Egypt³⁶ Afghanistan⁴⁵ Oman⁵¹ Nigeria⁵³ Cameroon⁶⁶
Sudan⁶⁹ Guatemala⁷⁰ Djibouti⁷⁷ Kenya⁹⁴ Haiti⁹⁸

!

A number of Countries are looking to relax restrictions and the Question is whether that will
create an acceleration. I think it will.

On top of all that we know have an Ebola Outbreak in DR Congo
Congo declares new Ebola epidemic, 1,000 km from eastern outbreak Reuters
Democratic Republic of Congo declared a new Ebola epidemic on Monday in the
western city of Mbandaka, more than 1,000 km (620 miles) away from an ongoing
outbreak of the same deadly virus in the east.
Health Minister Eteni Longondo said four people who died in Mbandaka were confirmed as
positive cases following testing at the national biomedical laboratory in the capital Kinshasa.
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“We have a new Ebola epidemic in Mbandaka,” Longondo told reporters. “We are going to
very quickly send them the vaccine and medicine.”
The outbreak was confirmed by World Health Organization Director-General Tedros
Adhanom Ghebreyesus, who tweeted: “This outbreak is a reminder that #COVID19 is not the
only health threat people face.”
Congo has been struggling to put an end to a nearly two-year-old Ebola outbreak near its
eastern borders with Rwanda and Uganda, which has killed more than 2,200 people, the
world’s second-deadliest outbreak of the disease on record.
It was days away in April from declaring the end of that outbreak, its tenth since the virus
was discovered in 1976, when a new chain of infection was confirmed in the east. However,
no new cases have been detected there in over 30 days.

Ebola Virus

!

The first known emergence of Ebola Zaire—the hottest subtype of Ebola virus—
happened in September, 1976, when the virus erupted simultaneously in fifty-five
villages near the Ebola River. Ebola Zaire is a slate-wiper in humans. It killed eightyeight per cent of the people it infected. Apart from rabies and the human immunodeficiency
virus, H.I.V., which causes aids, this was the highest rate of mortality that has been recorded
for a human virus. Ebola was spread mainly among family members, through contact with
bodily fluids and blood. Many of the people in Africa who came down with Ebola had
handled Ebola-infected cadavers. It seems that one of Ebola’s paths wends to the living from
the dead.
These remain precarious times.
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